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More elbowing than Harrods on sale day. 
Der Weiße Rausch 2009
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Yolanda gets her speed on at the  
City Ski Championships

Brrr, Bumpety, clatter!” 
yell my 201 super-Gs as I skitter 
round a rutted S-bend, fighting 
to hold an edge. Braver after the 
S spits me onto the flat, I fold into 
a tuck and glimpse the speed trap 
hitting 114kph as I approach a 
blind hump. Over safely, the track 
narrows beneath a bridge before 
blue snow signals a drop-off. 
Arms forward, I land cleanly and 
cruise a roller-coaster into the 
last hump, where I catch a 
millisecond of air and cross the 
line, laughing with exhilaration, 
thighs on fire. 

I’m at the Parsenn Derby in 
Davos, the latest addition to the 
Swiss ‘Super-Vier’ (a series of four 
highly-competitive amateur 
downhills, that also includes the 
Belalp-Hexe in Belalp, the Allalin 
in Saas-Fee and Inferno in 
Murren, see Fall-Line 96). It’s one 
of a dozen alpine ‘Volksrennen’ 
(fun runs) that are on the up. 

Last season, I signed up to 
three such amateur contests: the 
Parsenn Derby, the City Ski 
Championships in Courmayeur 
and Weisse Rausch (‘white thrill’) 
in Austria.

The Derby, first staged in 1924, 
held particular appeal as my 
mother took part in the 1960s, in 
fog, and accidentally completed 
the 13km men’s course. Its format 
has changed since, and today, 
600 men and women ski a 4km 
groomed track, with 25 gates 
and 600m of vertical. Two days of 
training runs precede individual 
and team races, with un-catsuited 
speed merchants – from 
teenagers to over-60s – pitted 
against local heroes. 

I share a telecabin with a 
German whose husband took up 
racing aged 49. “Now it’s my 
hobby, too,” she says – later 
admitting feeling guilty when 
she beats him. I also ride up with 
1991 World Cup winner Paul 
Accola. “Don’t try anything 
fancy,” he advises darkly when 
asked for tips. Hot favourite 
Daniel Züger, 31, is little more 
use, pointing to his team-mate 
and declaring, “You need a 
paunch like his!” 

Chief organiser Marcel Kunert 
volunteers: “You need to be 
strong; you need to glide; you 
need fast skis.” Züger – a Stöckli 
ski-tester – then comes up trumps 
by lending me a pair of two-metre 
super-Gs that knock half a 
minute off my time on 172s. 

With each run my confidence 
grows, and on race day, 
lycra-clad, I clock a personal best 
of 2min 19sec. No matter that 
Züger’s winning time is 1min51: 
I’m the first (only) Brit and eighth 
of 14 girls. As a bonus, I make an 
appearance in the local paper 
after Züger and Kunert insist I 
join their team quartet – safe in 
the knowledge that only three 
times count. We set off together 
and by gate five I’ve lost them, 
but ‘we’ win all the same, our 
prizes an eccentric array of bread, 
cheese and salami.

A week later I’m back in the 
start gate, this time up against 
120 hard-partying types at the 
City Ski Championships in 
Courmayeur. Most are British, 
many from London firms, but  
the event is open to all and the 
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GET THE LATEST NEWS

Dust off the lycra and sharpen those 2m skinnies: the countdown for this season’s 
most exciting amateur ski races is on. Need some convincing? Yolanda Carslaw 
tells us about her three debut races last season – the pistol-quick parallels, 
unexpected prizes and crazy après-race parties…

 I fold into a 
tuck and glimpse 
the speed trap 
hitting 114kph 
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